Wrenches

Hydrant

Application:
• used for hydrant work by water works companies and on construction sites

Features:
• overall length 15"
• fits up to 4" pin lug or rocker lug couplings
• complete with pry bar
• 1¼" square hydrant wrench

A356 Aluminum
Part #

DF16-180

Features:
• fits up to 2½" pin lug or rocker lug couplings
• complete with pry bar and 1¼" nut wrench
• lug / drum wrench

A356 Aluminum
Part #

DF16-181

Long Handle Suction Spanner

Features:
• use on long handle, rocker lug, or pin lug couplings from 2½" - 6"
• open end slips over long handles for additional leverage, the claw fits rocker lugs or pin lugs, the other end can be used as a pry or crowbar
• inverted "T" body construction for lighter weight and improved strength
• can be used on Dixon® cam and groove pin lug or trapezoidal lug tank car adapters or 8" pin lug couplings
• overall length 18¾"

Plated Iron
Part #

LHW

Forestry Hose Clamp and Spanner

Features:
• material: cast aluminum and brass
• off-set handle enables the user to easily operate the clamp while wearing gloves
• to be used with lightweight 1" and 1½" hoses for pressures up to 200 PSI
• when clamped onto the hose the brass locking device safely holds the clamp in position, a spanner is an integral part of the clamp
• overall length 10"

Cast Aluminum
Part #

FHCS150

Forestry Pocket Spanners

Features:
• FSW1: for use on 1" hoses only
• FSW2: for 1" and 1½" hose couplings
• overall length 5"
• meets USFDA specification 5100-101C

Aluminum
Part #

FSW1
FSW2